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Introduction

Adam Mossoff

At first blush, the relationship between intellectual property (IP) rights and property rights seems obvious, if only because it’s tautological. A legal right identified as ‘intellectual property’ must be, as a matter of definition, a type of ‘property’. This is certainly true, and the litany of IP rights, such as patents, copyrights, trade secrets, and related legal doctrines, are defined in the law as property rights. But unless one embraces the crudest form of legal positivism, legal definitions do not explain or justify why IP rights are property rights – conceptually, normatively, or even historically. For this reason, a volume of recent scholarship that explores the theory and practice of what it means to secure IP rights as property rights is of value. This is an excellent reference guide for lawyers, judges, scholars, policy makers, and students who are interested in learning more about IP rights and their status as property rights.

This volume is of particular relevance today given the acrimonious legal and policy debates over the extension of IP protections to the new creations and activities arising from the digital and biotech revolutions. Many have responded critically to the expansion in IP rights in the past couple decades, arguing that this represents the ‘propertization’ of IP and asserting that defining and protecting IP rights as property rights is a relatively new phenomenon that is contrary to history, precedent and policy. One well-known tech commentator once referred to this as ‘the Property Problem’, and he lamented that ‘we lose in the short run as long as copyright (and, for that matter, patents) are perceived as simple property. Our challenge is to change that.’

Lawrence Lessig, a prominent IP scholar, makes this point in his typical, punchy style: ‘IP is not P, but this truth is lost on us.’

Is it a ‘truth’ that ‘IP is not P’? This essay discusses three analytical frameworks in which IP rights are defined and justified as property rights: (1) Conceptual (referred to as ‘positive’ analysis by economists), (2) Normative, and (3) Historical. These three frameworks are not distinct from each other, and in fact most IP scholarship advance theses that stake claims within two if not all three of these theoretical frameworks. My purpose is to summarize briefly these three frameworks and to point readers to the relevant portions of the articles in this volume that address these issues, as it is impossible to explain or to justify fully how IP rights are property rights within an introductory essay. For more in-depth analysis, readers should look to the articles in this volume and to the other articles and books cited in this essay.

For ease of reference for practitioners and researchers, the division of articles within this volume was made according to subject matter; for example, intellectual property generally, patents, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets. Also, for the sake of keeping this collection to a single volume, it does not address all IP rights, such as the INS ‘hot news’ doctrine, sui generis rights, and rights of publicity. Some articles were excluded, not because of their substantive merit and their contribution to the analysis of IP and property rights, but rather due
to their own book-like lengths. Ultimately, the articles in this volume represent a good cross-section of work by modern scholars on the various ways in which IP rights are property rights, or why IP rights might contradict or violate property rights. Of course, given the wide breadth of this field and its evolving character, this volume is by no means the final statement on this important topic.

1. History of IP Rights as Property Rights

An essay on IP rights as property rights should begin with history, because this is how many books, articles and court opinions on IP rights begin today. It might seem strange that appeals to history dominate the current debates about IP rights; this is an area of law created specifically to promote and secure property rights in innovative technology and new creative works, and so it seems like this is the one legal field in which history is moot. Yet, judges and scholars often invoke hoary legal practices in explaining and justifying how IP rights should be applied today.

This might be dismissed as merely an artifact of the principle of stare decisis at the core of the Anglo-American common law system, but there are legitimate doctrinal and normative reasons for relying on statutes and court decisions that are positively ancient by high-tech standards. As a doctrinal matter, these historical statutes and court decisions created the legal rights that now comprise modern IP doctrines, such as patents and copyrights. As the United States Supreme Court explained in a recent patent case, understanding how these doctrines were first created and then enforced over many decades informs us about ‘the legitimate expectations of inventors in their property’. The same is true in copyright law, as the Supreme Court has recognized that existing copyright doctrine was structured from its inception according to normative justifications rooted in both utilitarian and Lockean labor-desert theories. In sum, good historical scholarship can reveal how property concepts and policies have been used to structure and justify the legal rights secured to IP owners.

Many IP scholars today acknowledge at least implicitly the value of these important conceptual and normative insights that one can infer from historical legal precedents. It is a basic premise in the widespread ‘propertization’ critique, if only because the claim that IP rights are now improperly defined as property rights necessarily means that IP rights were not property rights at some earlier point. What were they? They were, in the words of copyright scholar, Siva Vaidhyanathan, ‘a necessary evil, a limited, artificial monopoly.’ Along with Professor Viadhyanathan, many IP scholars quote from or cite to Thomas Jefferson’s critique of patents as ‘monopolies of invention’ and an ‘embarrassment’ as definitive proof that early Americans simply did not believe that patents (or copyrights) were property rights. In extending IP rights to new digital and biotech creations and in securing these IP rights as property rights, these scholars complain that we have lost our way—in the words of Justice Stephen Breyer, we have forgotten the lessons taught to us long ago by Jefferson ‘and others in the founding generation [who] warned against the dangers of monopolies’.

The problem with this historical claim that IP rights were legal monopolies is that it is more myth than reality. Without a doubt, there were some founders, such as Jefferson, and even some judges, legislators and commentators in the Antebellum Era who believed that patents and copyrights were limited monopoly privileges bequeathed by the government to inventors
and authors only because the overall social benefits outweighed the costly evils of these monopolies. But recent historical scholarship has shown that this view of IP rights as limited and dangerous monopolies was not representative of the dominant understanding among eighteenth- and nineteenth-century judges and legislators, who defined and justified IP rights as property rights.

In patent law, for instance, historical sources like early American court opinions, legislative debates and treatises reveal that patents were defined and secured in the law as fundamental civil rights securing property rights. In the now-forgotten intellectual context of the era, in which natural rights philosophy defined the basic concepts of political and legal discourse, civil rights were identified by the legal term of art, ‘privilege.’ Given their provenance in the Constitution and in federal statutes, patents were referred to as ‘privileges’ in many early court opinions, but many scholars today incorrectly leap to the conclusion that this meant that patents were viewed as monopoly privileges, and not as legally secured property rights in civil society.

Recognizing this intellectual history is important because it clarifies why early American legislators and courts explicitly secured patents as property rights. There was widespread agreement among judges and lawyers, for instance that common law property concepts and doctrines applied to patents. Early American courts defined patents as ‘title deeds,’ identified multiple co-owners of patents ‘tenants in common,’ and expressly incorporated common law property doctrines into patent law, such as securing to patent-owners the same conveyance rights already secured to property owners in ‘assignments’ and ‘licenses.’ In adjudicating patent disputes, early courts cited to and relied on common law property cases as a determinative precedent. They also adopted property rhetoric in patent cases, referring to infringers as ‘pirates’ and regularly instructing juries in patent infringement trials that ‘an inventor holds a property in his invention by as good a title as the farmer holds his farm and flock.’ In 1817, Justice Bushrod Washington, riding circuit, explained that infringing a patent is ‘an unlawful invasion of property.’ Ultimately, nineteenth-century courts recognized that patents were deserving of protection as constitutional ‘private property’ under the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment, because patents were deemed to be valid property rights on par with property rights in land and other goods already secured under the Takings Clause. Most tellingly, this expansive treatment of patents as property rights was contrary to the established legal norms at the time governing grants of monopoly privileges, such as bridge franchises, which were given very limited legal protection by the courts.

Unsurprisingly, the identification and protection of IP rights as property rights in early American law was not limited to patents. The natural rights theory that animated early American patent jurisprudence also informed the creation and development of other IP rights. As Mark McKenna has explained, the development in the nineteenth century of a property-based system of trademark protection was largely derived from the natural rights theory of property that predominately influenced courts during the time American trademark law developed in the nineteenth century. Similarly, Justin Hughes has recovered the forgotten property-based history of copyright, explaining how ‘our Founders legislated in an environment where copyrights were commonly understood to protect “property”, “legal property”, or “literary property”.’ Professor Hughes further reports that John Locke expressly identified copyright as an author’s ‘property’ in a 1694 memorandum, and other scholars have explained that Locke explicitly identified ‘arts and inventions’ as exemplars of his theory that productive, value-creating labor is the source of all property.
It bears emphasizing again that it is undeniable that there were commentators, judges and even prominent founders, such as Jefferson, who believed that IP rights were limited grants of monopoly privileges, but the intellectual history of IP rights, at least from the eighteenth century onward, is one in which patents, copyrights, and trademarks were conceived and justified as property rights. The point here is not to justify IP rights as property rights, either under a Lockean labor theory or utilitarian theory (that’s the topic of Part 3). Rather, this Part is more limited in its scope: it merely establishes the historical truth that IP rights have long been conceived, justified and secured under the law as property rights. This is important because it reveals the normative policies that were built into the structure of IP doctrines from their inception, and which continue to guide the interpretation and application of these same doctrines today. Whether defining IP rights as property rights is in fact conceptually sound or normatively justified are the subjects of the next two parts.

2. IP and Property Theory

The explicit application of conceptual property theory to IP law is a relatively new development in IP scholarship. Until recently, many scholars simply accepted the proposition, in the words of Judge Frank Easterbrook, that IP secures ‘a right to exclude, just as the law of trespass does with real property.’ Many IP scholars also think that this makes IP rights unique as property rights, but they do not realize that this ‘exclusion conception of property’ was adopted from early-twentieth-century conceptual property theory about the nature of property rights in land and in other tangible goods. In effect, IP theory reproduces unconsciously modern property theory about rights in land.

In recent years, there has arisen a new interest in exploring the conceptual nature of IP rights as property rights, perhaps given the return to first principles precipitated by the digital and biotech revolutions themselves. Due to the novel issues raised in securing property rights in isolated DNA in a biotech company’s laboratory or in a new and valuable computer program, some scholars have looked to conceptual property theory as a way to explain both the nature of IP rights and the structure of the legal doctrines that define and secure these rights in practice. Of course, the central questions in the policy debates in IP law are normative, not conceptual, but these normative arguments rely on the specific structure of IP doctrines as evidence that IP rights serve a certain normative function or goal. Thus, conceptual property analysis of IP rights reveals how IP law either supports or undermines these normative policy disputes by describing precisely how doctrines are structured to achieve a built-in interest or normative ideal.

Accepting the modern exclusion conception of property, some property theorists have explored why IP doctrines, like patents, focus primarily on the right to exclude, which they have explained in terms of the normative principle that all property rights serve to reduce information costs in the use of resources. These scholars further explain that, given the nature of information asymmetries, inherent uncertainties in the use of the assets, and other economic concerns, some IP doctrines, such as copyright, lessen their emphasis on exclusion and instead focus more on regulatory-style ‘governance’ of competing claims to use valued assets. Yet, even though exclusion is less front and center in copyright than in patent law, some IP scholars have explained that copyright doctrines are structured for the purpose of
reducing information costs, an important normative concern in the now-dominant utilitarian justification for IP rights.\footnote{I’ll say more on the normative justifications for IP rights in the next Part.} According to these scholars, the utilitarian interest in reducing information costs is just as important in our new world of biotech and digital assets as it was in the Industrial Revolution; thus, according to Henry Smith, ‘intellectual property’s close relationship to property stems from the role that information costs play in the delineation and enforcement of rights’.\footnote{Some scholars have also used conceptual property theory to make sense out of a muddled or contradictory account of an IP right and its doctrines. To be clear, conceptual property theory does this for all IP rights; for instance, patent licensing doctrines have fallen into disarray in recent years, both theoretically and doctrinally, and some have explained that this is a result of the conventional wisdom that patents secure only a right to exclude.\footnote{But in some IP doctrines, conceptual property theory serves a more important and palpable role in defining an IP right as a property right as such.}

This is the case in trade secrets law, about which there is much confusion today as to whether a trade secret is an IP right at all. The reason for this confusion is that the one thing missing from trade secrets is the right to exclude, which, consistent with the exclusion conception of property, is regarded today as the essential characteristic that defines all property rights.\footnote{In trade secrets law, however, reverse engineering and independent discovery of a trade secret are complete defenses against a claim for misappropriation, which means that exclusion of third parties, an essential element according to the exclusion conception of property,\footnote{is substantially weakened or altogether absent in most instances in which a third party acquires the secret information. Also, as a practical matter, trade secrets cases usually involve claims of breaches of confidence, such as an employee’s violation of a non-disclosure agreement or a beach of a duty of loyalty, which sound more in contract and tort law than in property law.} is substantially weakened or altogether absent in most instances in which a third party acquires the secret information. Also, as a practical matter, trade secrets cases usually involve claims of breaches of confidence, such as an employee’s violation of a non-disclosure agreement or a beach of a duty of loyalty, which sound more in contract and tort law than in property law.} Accordingly, a self-conscious ‘nihilism’ has come to define modern judicial and scholarly treatments of trade secrets.\footnote{Justice Oliver W. Holmes, Jr., who firmly believes that the right to exclude is essential to all property and IP rights,\footnote{opines that ‘The word “property” as applied to . . . trade secrets is an unanalyzed expression of certain secondary consequences of the primary fact that the law makes some rudimentary requirements of good faith.’\footnote{Similarly, Robert Bone argues that trade secrets are not property rights at all, but ‘merely a collection of other legal norms – contract, fraud, and the like – united only by the fact that they are used to protect secret information’\footnote{According to Professor Bone, trade secret rights are merely ‘parasitic’ on property, as this doctrine simply apes rhetoric of an old natural rights property theory from a bygone era.}}. According to Professor Bone, trade secret rights are merely ‘parasitic’ on property, as this doctrine simply apes rhetoric of an old natural rights property theory from a bygone era.}}

Yet all is not lost for trade secrets as IP rights. If the coherency of trade secrets has disintegrated as a result of the modern definition of property rights as securing at core a right to exclude, then one option is to jettison trade secrets from the category of IP rights. This is the choice of Justice Holmes, Professor Bone, and others. But another option is to reframe conceptually what is the essential interest secured by property rights and IP rights. Eric Claey, for instance, explains that ‘Trade secrecy sounds in property – if and to the extent that one agrees that “property” consists conceptually of a right securing a normative interest in determining exclusively the use of an external asset’.\footnote{In grounding trade secrets in usufructuary rights – the rights that comprise the core rights of use, enjoyment and...}
dispossession of property – then trade secrets are as much property as easements and other similar property rights.\textsuperscript{45} This is not merely an academic exercise, as it provides a coherent explanatory account of the property doctrines in trade secrets law, such as the right to sue third-party strangers for misappropriation absent any tort or contractual obligations to the trade-secret owner.\textsuperscript{46} In sum, conceptual property theory explains why trade secrets has disintegrated today as a property right, but even more important, it explains why a different conception of property can rescue trade secrets from this unnecessary and unjustified oblivion.

Conceptual property theory thus serves an important explanatory function for IP rights. Both conceptual approaches – whether the right to exclude or exclusive use-right – provide an account of the nature and structure of IP rights, such as patents, copyrights, and trade secrets, although they vie with each other as to which is more coherent and determinative. Although conceptual theory often takes a backseat to normative debates about the nature and application of IP doctrines, this does not mean that it is irrelevant or unimportant in IP theory. To the contrary, oftentimes these normative disputes are merely proxies for underlying conceptual conflicts about what is the proper nature and definition of an IP right.\textsuperscript{47} As Richard Epstein writes, ‘Once we can make sense of the [intellectual property] system in its basic outlines, then we should have within our grasp a set of guidelines that should help us deal with the second-order questions of filling in the details of the system.’\textsuperscript{48} It is the role of conceptual property theory to provide this basic account of the structure of IP rights as property rights.

3. The Justification of IP Rights as Property Rights

As Lawrence Becker observes:

All the standard justifications for private property can obviously apply to intangibles, and at least two of the standard justifications (utility and labor-desert), \textit{if they are sound at all}, clearly give prima facie support to treating intangible intellectual products as property.\textsuperscript{49}

In his article, ‘Deserving to Own Intellectual Property’, Professor Becker summarizes these and other normative theories, as well as provides a taxonomy of their central concepts, such as labor, originality, and scarcity.\textsuperscript{50} As Professor Becker indicates, utilitarian and labor-desert theories are the two primary justifications today for IP rights, and he espouses the conventional wisdom that Lockean labor-based theories are inadequate in justifying IP rights and their doctrines.\textsuperscript{51} Today, the dominant justification for IP rights is a broadly framed utilitarian theory, which claims that IP rights are justified because the cost of these exclusionary property rights is outweighed by how IP law incentivizes the creation and commercial distribution of new inventions or creative works, resulting in an increase in overall social welfare.\textsuperscript{52}

Utilitarianism rightly claims as one of its virtues that it provides a unifying theory of IP rights and property rights. It creates a normative framework that justifies, in at least very broad outlines, the legal rules defining the acquisition, scope, and duration of IP rights (which are similar to the same legal rules for other property rights, such as in land, water, and chattels).\textsuperscript{53} As Professor Epstein writes, ‘any system of private property imposes heavy costs of exclusion,’ and thus we ‘pick the lesser of two evils’ by recognizing the ‘trade-offs’ between the social deadweight losses caused by this exclusion and the social benefits gained from
increased production and commercialization of intellectual assets that is incentivized by the IP system. This utilitarian justification is usually cast today within an economic framework, either explicitly in terms of economic models or simply through the use of economic concepts in making a broadly framed consequentialist-style argument.

Despite the agreement among most scholars and judges today that IP rights are justified by utilitarianism, there is substantial disagreement as to what are the appropriate utilitarian metrics for evaluating these IP rights. This is probably best exemplified within patent law, where scholars dispute whether it is the creation of new inventions or the commercialization of these inventions that justifies the patent system. The classic utilitarian justification for the patent system is that it provides an ‘incentive to invent’; in brief, this theory maintains that the patent system solves the problem of underinvestment in ‘public goods’ like inventions by incentivizing the creation of new inventions with the promise of a legally secured right to exclude. The trade-off is the social cost of the twenty-year statutory monopoly versus the overall growth in social utility as a result of the new inventions that are created and then publicly disclosed through the patent system.

There is a twofold tension within the incentive-to-invent justification for patents. First, there have long been problems with the empirics in assessing the economic trade-off between monopoly exclusion costs and the benefits of social-welfare-enhancing inventions. Such empirical evaluations require data to assess whether the benefits outweigh the costs, but in the context of IP rights, the variables have proven extremely complex and heterogeneous. Thus, to date, it still remains to be proven definitely in an undisputed economic model whether the patent system is social-utility-enhancing by incentivizing new inventions through the grant of exclusive legal rights like patents.

Some utilitarian theorists have thus reframed the normative standard in terms of commercialization of new inventions, not incentivization. As first conceived by Edmund Kitch in his famous 1977 article, ‘The Nature and Function of the Patent System’, this theory claims that patents serve the same function as all property rights by internalizing costs and benefits and thereby ensuring that valued assets are used in efficiency-maximizing ways. In comparing patents to property rights in minerals, Kitch explains that both types of property rights secure an exclusive right to exploit the resource, ensuring that the resource will ultimately be the subject of transactions that will shift it to the higher-valued user (assuming transaction costs are not so high so as to frustrate efficiency-maximizing uses of assets). As a matter of normative economic analysis, the commercialization theories seek, in the words of Professor Kitch, to ‘reintegrate[] the patent institution with the general theory of property rights’. A more recent variant of the commercialization theory justifies patents as the necessary foundation for creating legal institutions and market mechanisms to exploit these resources, which is what converts inventions into innovative products and services that are used by consumers to the benefit of all. This changes the nature of the utility calculus that would be done to justify the patent system, but, as with the incentive-to-invent theory, it still has been criticized for making unfounded assumptions about or failing to account empirically for how property rights function in the marketplace.

As an alternative to these internecine disputes among utilitarians in justifying patents, some scholars have resuscitated Lockean labor-desert theory as a justification for patents. Contrary to dismissive accounts by some modern scholars who believe that utilitarianism is the only justification for patents and other IP rights, much of this recent work has shown that Lockean
labor-desert theories can justify patent doctrines and have in fact played a determinative role in the formation and evolution of these doctrines. Thus far, this scholarship has explained how Lockean labor-desert theory justifies patent doctrines, both historically and today, but more work needs to be done in detailing exactly how and in what ways Lockean labor-desert theories justify patent doctrines, including both the substantive protections and the limits imposed on these property rights.

Beyond patents, some scholars have invoked particular aspects of Locke's property theory to argue for other aspects of IP rights, such as arguing that Locke's waste proviso and enough-and-as-good proviso provide for a normatively robust public domain that imposes definitive limits on otherwise legitimate claims to IP rights. Other scholars have emphasized the central role that productive labor serves in Locke's property theory in justifying the rights of possession and use that form the core of all property rights, whether rights in tangible goods or IP. Some scholars thus infer a normative limitation in trademark law that links this legal right to the value created in the use of a mark, which suggests that some modern trademark doctrines, such as the federal registration system and dilution doctrine, are unjustified insofar as they unhinge trademark law from its normative foundations. Moreover, the substantive protections and limits secured in trade secrets law (as previously described in Part 2) can be justified on the basis of the normative interests in possession and use rights, at least as this has been described (but not justified yet) by Professor Claey's. In short, there has been substantial work done in recent years in resuscitating a Lockean or labor-based theory that justifies both IP rights as property rights and the legitimate doctrinal limits imposed on these IP rights.

To return to the incentive-to-invent theory for patents, the second tension within this utilitarian justification for patents is that it no more justifies patent rights as property rights than it justifies patents as monopoly grants. For the economically minded utilitarian, this is not a significant distinction if we're talking solely about economic monopolies, as opposed to legal monopolies (as defined under the antitrust laws). Thus, patent scholars often speak in terms of the patent monopoly, not in terms of the property rights in an invention secured in a patent. Yet, as we discussed earlier in reviewing the history of IP rights, the property-monopoly distinction has deep roots and longstanding significance in Anglo-American law, especially when it comes to justifying or limiting how legal entitlements are secured to their respective owners.

For some scholars, the monopoly-property distinction is theoretically and normatively robust enough to criticize patents and copyrights as state monopolies on a par with other regulatory interventions in the free market. These scholars argue that IP rights lack the normative justification that supports the legal protection of property rights in land and other tangible goods. At root, their objection is that ideas are not scarce – as a term of art in economics, this means that ideas are non-rivalrous and non-exhaustive. Unlike the inherent conflict that arises when two farmers try to plow the same parcel of earth at the same time in order to plant corn or wheat, ideas can be copied endlessly and used simultaneously without any necessary conflict whatsoever. As such, state-granted monopolies in 'ideal objects' like inventions or books is not only inherently suspect or unjustified, but it logically results in the violation of the liberty and property rights legitimately claimed by owners of the tangible assets – the computers, books, and other scarce goods – that are controlled from afar by IP owners.
One such property-based critic of IP rights, Tom Bell, defines IP rights as state-granted ‘privileges’ that are justified, if at all, in the same way that all regulatory interventions in the marketplace are justified, such as serving as solutions to market failures or as social-welfare-enhancing policies whose benefits outweigh their costs. Writing in the context of copyright law, for instance, Professor Bell characterizes copyright as an ‘author’s welfare program’. Such a welfare program necessarily entails some state-enforced restriction on property rights, as do all such statist programs, and, according to Professor Bell, this might be justified, but to equate such monopoly privileges with property rights is a category mistake. Similar to the scholars who have advanced the ‘propertization’ critique of modern IP rights, Professor Bell believes that copyright law is currently ‘unbalanced’, but he advances this critique in the name of property rights itself. As he writes, ‘copyright has no just claim to property’s good name. To protect property, we must protect “property”. To protect “property”, we must enjoin “intellectual property”.

As in all areas of politics and law, there is substantial disagreement among scholars concerning how to justify IP rights as property rights. Even among people who share a commitment to first principles, such as utilitarians, there is a strong divide between those who think incentivization or commercialization is the appropriate metric by which to justify patents and IP rights. Even among scholars and judges who embrace a Lockean theory, there are differences of opinion concerning the legitimate scope of protection for IP rights that is justified by a labor-desert theory. Despite these disagreements, though, what these scholars all share is a common belief that the normative theories that justify property rights are applicable to the domain of IP rights, regardless of whether the scholar concludes that the IP rights are justified as property rights or are unjustified violations of property rights.

4. Conclusion

There is much to say on the history, theory, and justification of IP rights as property rights, and this essay only summarizes briefly the ongoing scholarly exploration of this subject. Hopefully, though, this essay has made clear that the status and justification of IP rights as property rights is not a modern development in either political rhetoric or in legal doctrine. Contrary to conventional wisdom today among many scholars, tech commentators, and IP activists, it is simply not true that ‘only recently has the term “intellectual property” come into vogue’ or that the use of property concepts in IP law is a novel form of rhetoric invented recently by the creative industries.

The first reference to ‘intellectual property’ is in an 1845 opinion by Justice Levi Woodbury in resolving a patent infringement lawsuit. In addition to explaining that the ‘patent laws are not now made to encourage monopolies’, Justice Woodbury states that:

\[\text{it is well settled \ldots that a liberal construction is to be given to a patent, and inventors sustained, \ldots [because] only in this way can we protect intellectual property, the labors of the mind, productions and interests as much a man’s own, and as much the fruit of his honest industry, as the wheat he cultivates, or the flocks he rears.}\]

As established in this essay, Justice Woodbury was simply restating the well-settled jurisprudence of his day that conceptually defined and normatively justified IP rights as
property rights. The articles in this volume further unpack Justice Woodbury’s succinct and theoretically pregnant statement, from its grounding in historical patent and other IP doctrines, to its conceptual claim that IP law is structured to secure the valuable products created and used by productive labor, to its normative claim that the law legitimately secures these labors, either because of a labor-desert principle or a utilitarian principle that this increases social welfare. Hopefully, the labors of the scholars in this volume have produced valuable insights on these significant issues, especially given how much more important IP rights are today than they were in 1845.
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